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1. Introduction

Let W be a complete non-archimedean valued field which is algebrai-
cally closed. Let G be a compact zerodimensional group which has a
K-alued invariant measure m (see [1]). This paper deals with irreducible
continuous unitary representations of G into non-archimedian Banach
spaces over W . It is important to be able to describe all those representa-
tions. For many groups induced representations play an essential role. In
the first part of the paper we will give some theoretical information which
will be useful in the second part of the paper where we will give some
examples to show how induced representations can be used to describe
all the irreducible representations of certain groups. We will not go into
the details in the first part. Many results are very similar with results
about finite groups. Most of the results are easy consequences of the
more fundamental results in [2], [3] and [4]. The examples will be

explained more carefully.

II. Induced irreducible representations

Let r be a complete non-archimedean valued field which is algebraically
closed. Let G be a compact zerodimensional group which has a K-valued
invariant measure m.

II.1. DEFINITION: Let *: G ~ GL ( E ) be an irreducible continuous unitary
representation of G into a non-archimedean Banach space E over K . A
sequence (Ek)1  k  n of closed subspaces of E is a transitive system of
imprimitivity for U if we have:

Let F be one of the Ek - s and

is the restriction of * to H (into F), then we say that
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our representation e is induced by the representation Y’. It is clear that
V is also an irreducible representation of H. The problem of describing
has now changed into the (probably easier) problem of describing V.
This will be the strategy we will use when we will describe all the
irreducible representations of G.

It may happen that F is a one dimensional space. In that case the
representation Y corresponds in a natural way with a character e of H.
Our représentation is then isomorphic with the left regular representa-
tion of G into the minimal left ideal L(G) * f of L ( G ), the group algebra
of G, where:

otherwise.

It may happen that H is a normal subgroup of G. In that case the
minimal two sided ideal of L(G) containing L(G) * f is the ideal

L(G) * g where, if G = Unk=1skH:

This g is a minimal central idempotent of L(G). Those minimal central
idempotents play an essential role in the’study of the structure of the
Banach algebra L(G) (see [1], [2] and [4]).

In the following proposition we will give some conditions for a

representation 0// to be induced by a representation J/.

II.2. PROPOSITION : Let 0//: G - GL(E) be an irreducible continuous unitary
representation. Let H be a closed subgroup of G. Suppose that one of the
following conditions is true:

(a) There exists a group homomorphism s - a from G to the auto-

morphismgroup of H such that for every s in G and every t in H we
have O//s - 1 - O//t 0 ed, = U03C3( t)

(b) There exists a group homomorphism s ~ a from G to the char-

actergroup of H such that for every s in G and every t in H we have
Us - 1 0 O//t 0 Id, 03C3(t)Ut,

then, if (gk)1  k  n are the minimal central idempotents of L(H) with
gk * E ~ 0, the closed subspaces ( gk * E)1  k  n form a transitive system
of imprimitivity for 0//. If g is one of those gk and if E’ = g * E and if
H’ = {s E G|g(03C3 ( t )) = g(t) Bf t ~ H} when condition (a) holds or H’ = {s
E G|1 a(t) = 1 ~t ~ H} when condition (b) holds, then our representation
0// is induced by the representation V’ : H’- GL ( E’) defined by restric-
tion.
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It may happen that g is a character e of H and that H is a semidirect
factor in H’. This means that H is a normal subgroup of H’ and that
there exists a closed subgroup G’ of H’ with HG’ = H’ and H n G’ = {1}.
In that case every s in H’ has a unique decomposition s = rt (r E H,
t E G’) and V’ = e(r)-1U’t where U’ is the restriction of V’ to G’. I t is
clear that U’ is also an irreducible representation of G’. The problem of
describing has changed into the (probably easier) problem of describ-
ing Now it is time for some examples.

3. Examples

From now on p is a prime number different from two. We also suppose
that p is not equal to the characteristic of the residue class field of r. In
that case we can easily describe the characters of pnZp and 1 + pnZp
(n  1):

If e is a character ofpnz p and if ker(e) = pmZp(m  n) then there
exists a primitive pm-th root of unity it in K such that e(03B1) = it« (03B1 ~
pnZp). If e is a character of 1 +pn Zp and if ker(e) = 1 + p’Zp (m  n)
then there exists primitive pm-th root of unity it in K such that e(03B1) = 03BClog(03B1)
(03B1 ~ 1 + pnZp)

Let G be a compact zerodimensional group. It may happen that there
exists a topological group isomorphism F : PnZp - G between pnZp and
a closed subgroup H of G. Let *: G - GL(E) be an irreducible continu-
ous unitary representation. Let A : pnZp ~ GL(E) be defined by setting
da = UF(03B1) ( a E pnZp). Proposition 11.2. can be translated as follows :

111.1. PROPOSITION: Suppose that ( with the notations of above) one of the
following conditions is true:

(a) There exists a group homomorphism s ~ a from G to Zp B p Zp such
that for every s in G we have Us - 1 - dpn 0 Us =dpna

(b) There exists a group homomorphiscm s - 03C3 from G to r such that
for every s in G we have Us - 1 - dpn 0 es = 03C3Apn

then, if (03BBk)1  k  n are the eigenvalues of Apn, the closed eigenspaces
(E03BBk)1  k  n form a transitive system of imprimitivity for Gll. If À is one of
those À k and if E’ Ex and if H’ = (s e G|1 Àa = 03BB} if condition (a) holds
or H’ = {s E G 1 a 11 if condition (b) holds, then our representation U is
induced by the representation V’ : H’ - GL ( E’) defined by restriction.

If now H is a semidirect factor in H’ and if G’ is the closed subgroup
of H’ with HG’ = H’ and H ~ G’ = {1}, then our representation "f/’ can
be described as follows: if ker(A)=pmZp (m  in) and if s = F(03B1)t
( a EpnlLp, t E G’) is a decomposition of SE H’, then there exists a
primitive pm-th root of unity it in r with V’s = 03BC03B1U’t. Notice that À has
to be a primitive pl-th root of unity of r (l = m - n) because we have
pm = X.
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If condition (a) holds the eigenvalues of Apn are {03BB03C3|s ~ G} which
eigenvalues we obtain exactly depends on the subgroup {03C3|s ~ G} of
Z BpZp. If condition (b) holds the eigenvalues of Apn are {03BB03C3|s ~ G}.
All those eigenvalues are primitive p’-th roots of unity and therefore a
has to be a primitive pk-th root of unity with k  1. The eigenvalues of

Apn are exactly those primitive pl-th roots of unity of K which can be
written as a product Xa where a runs through the pk-th roots of unity of

III.2. A first example

Let G be the group 

Let e be an irreducible représentation of G. Define F: pZp ~ G by
setting F( y ) = /1 yB ’ Let W be defined by setting 03B3 = UF(03B3). Finally
let l  1 be such that ker()=plZp.

For every s = ( ) in G we have Us - 1  p  Us = p03B2/03B1. There
exists a primitive pl-th root of unity À in  such that our representation
U is induced by the représentation V’ : H’ - GL(E’) where:

and if

then

Define D : pZp ~ G’ by setting D(a) = ( ). 
Let W be

defined by setting da = U’D(a). Finally let n  1 be such that ker( d) =

pnZp. For every t = () in G’ we have U’t - 1 - dp 0 U’t =dp.
There exists a primitive p n-th root of unity v in K such that if
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then

Define E: pl-1Zp ~ G" b y settin g E(b)=( ). Let  be
defined by setting !!4b = U"E(b). Finally let m  1- 1 be such that ker()
= pmZp. There exists a primitive pm-th root of unity 03BC in  such that
our représentation is induced by the character e of H’ where:

It is clear that if 1  2 then QY itself is the character e of G given by the
formula above. The minimal central idempotent g of L(G) correspond-
ing with our irreducible représentation is given by:

otherwise.

III.3. A second example

Let G be the group

Let U:G ~ GL(E) be an irreducible representation of G. Define

F: pZp ~ G by setting

Let W be defined by setting ~ = UF(~). Finally let l  1 be such that
ker()=plZp.

For every
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in G we have Us - 1 - p  Us = p. There exists a primitive p’-th root
of unity À in Jf such that:

Define E : pZp ~ G by setting

Let !!4 be defined by setting ~ = UE(). Finally let m  1 be such that
ker() = pmZp. For every

in G we have O//ç - 1 - !!4p 0 e, = 03BBp03B4p. There exists a primitive pm-th
root of unitary tt in K such that our représentation is induced by the
representation V’ : H’ ~ GL ( E’) where

and if

then

Define D : pl-1Zp ~ ’ by setting
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Let A be defined by setting d8 = U’D(03B4). Finally let n  1- 1 be such
that ker(A) = pnZp. There exists a primitive p n-th root of unity v in K
such that our représentation is induced by the character e of H’

where :

It is clear that if 1  2 then QY itself is the character e of G given by the
formula above. The minimal central idempotent g of L(G) correspond-
ing with our irreducible représentation is given by:

Notice that 1  m and 1  n.

IIL 4. A third example

Let G be the group

Let *: G ~ GL(E) be an irreducible representation of G. Let N be the
subgroup

There exist 1  1, m  1 and n  1 and primitive pl-th, pm-th and pn-th
roots of unity À, ju and v in 1XT such that when
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and e is the character

then e-’ * E ~ 0. From now on we suppose that m  n, if m  n then
we have to work with a character defined in the same way as the

character e of 1XT but E and 8 are changed. The details are left to the
reader.

Using proposition 11.2. we see that our représentation is induced by
the representation V’ : H’ ~ GL ( E’) where:

Here i is an integer not divisible by p such that Àl = 03BC pm-/. The element t

of H’ can be decomposed as a product

if m  n then the last factor belongs to H’. Therefore the first factor also
belongs to H’. It follows easily from this that n = 1 if 1  2 and 1  n 

2( l - 1) otherwise.
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Define D : pZp ~ H’ by setting

Let A be defined by setting da = V’D(a). Finally let t  1 be such that
ker(A) = ptZp.

For every

in H’ we have "f/; - 1 - dp 0 V’s=,Wp. There exists a primitive p ‘-th
root of unity T in 1XT such that:

Define F : pl- 1Zp ~ H’ by setting

Let %’ be defined by setting c = V’F(c). Finally let r  l - 1 be such that
ker() = prZp. For every

in H’ we have

There exists a primitive p r-th root of unity p in K such that our

representation U is induced by the representation V" : H" ~ GL(E")
where
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if

then

Define E : pm-l+1Zp ~ H" by setting

Let £3 be defined by setting b = U"E(b). Finally let s  m-l + 1 be
such that ker(,9) = psZp. There exists a primitive ps-th root of unity a in
K such that our représentation is induced by the character e of H"
where:

It is clear that when 1  m  2 then * itself is the character e of G given
by the formula above. Notice that n  r.
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